HWCVD a-Si:H interlayer slope waveguide coupler for multilayer silicon photonics platform
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Abstract: We present interlayer slope waveguides, designed to guide light from one level to another in a multi-layer silicon photonics platform. The waveguide is fabricated from hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) film, deposited using hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) at a temperature of 230°C. The interlayer slope waveguide is comprises of a lower level input waveguide and an upper level output waveguide, connected by a waveguide on a slope, with vertical separation to isolate other crossing waveguides. Measured loss of 0.17 dB/slope was obtained for waveguide dimensions of 600 nm waveguide width (w) and 400 nm core thickness (h) at a wavelength of 1550 nm and for transverse electric (TE) mode polarization.
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1. Introduction

Wafer space on an optical chip is seen as the next challenge to bring silicon photonics (SiP) to mass market. Multiple stacking of optical layers and electronic layers in a three-dimensional (3D) multilayer integration can resolve this issue, offering dense footprint and computational system with new functionality and greater optical data processing capability [1–3]. However, the challenge in realizing multilayer technology is making 3D vertical optical vias to connect vertically stacked optical components through depositable material that is compatible with CMOS processes. Thus, researchers have proposed various structures to tackle this matter. Several groups have reported ways for vertical coupling. This include Takei et al. [4], Shang et al. [5] and Itoh et al. [6] who utilized evanescent field and Zhang et al. [7] who utilized phase-matching conditions, all based on silicon (Si) thin films to couple light vertically. They reported coupling loss of 0.87 dB, 0.01 dB and 0.49 dB, respectively. Other interlayer coupling methods using polymeric-based material are demonstrated by Garner et al. [8] and Ni et al. [9] by direct coupling through vertical S-bend waveguide, demonstrating an excess loss of 0.3 dB and propagation loss of 1.1 dB/cm, respectively. These reported 3D interconnect structures [4–9] have demonstrated vertical coupling capability suitable for multilayer integration. With regard to the vertical S-bend coupler used to guide light from one layer to another layer through direct coupling, there is still limited report on direct waveguide coupling between optical layers and use of CMOS process compatible silicon materials at 1550 nm wavelength.
Thus, in this paper we proposed an interlayer slope waveguide, fabricated from hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) film deposited at low temperature using a hot-wire chemical vapour deposition (HWCVD) tool [10]. The interlayer coupler is designed to achieve vertical freedom for direct coupling, allowing transport of light up or down the multilayer SiP platform over a relatively large cladding height. The device design is simple and robust in terms of fabrication, making it feasible to control the waveguide dimensions during fabrication. The ability to control the waveguide dimensions is advantageous in minimizing the fluctuation of effective index of the optical mode \( (n_{eff}) \) across the slope waveguide. In addition, the nature of direct coupling of the interlayer slope waveguide makes the device adaptable to polarization change, while offering a broad bandwidth similar to any planar waveguides [11,12].

The use of a-Si:H film is promising because of its compatibility with CMOS back-end processes, enabling device fabrication on the electronic circuit layers. Also, the material exhibits low absorption loss having an energy bandgap of \( \sim1.7 \) eV [13], allowing near infrared photons with \( \sim0.79 \) eV \((h\nu)\) energy to be transmitted. In addition, the high refractive index exhibits strong confinement of the optical mode within the waveguide facilitating ultra-compact interconnect devices. To date, several groups such as Selvaraja et al. [14], Zhu et al. [15], Furuya et al. [16] and Takei et al. [17] have reported high-quality plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) a-Si:H film. These groups have demonstrated submicron sized waveguide structure with propagation losses between 0.6 dB/cm and 3.45 dB/cm, which is fundamental for the realization of 3D interconnect [18].

The main advantage of using the HWCVD tool in our work over plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) is the effective dissociation of the precursor gas, i.e., silane (SiH\textsubscript{4}), into atomic silicon (Si) and hydrogen (H\textsubscript{2}) molecules, by the hot filaments which reduces film stress due to the absence of plasma ion bombardment [19]. Thus, this allows high quality HWCVD a-Si:H thin film to be attainable at low temperature below 400°C for Back End of Line (BEOL) process compatibility [20]. In this paper, we demonstrate the fabrication and characterization of HWCVD a-Si:H interlayer slope waveguides. The a-Si:H film is deposited at a low deposition temperature of 230°C and supplied with sufficient hydrogen radicals to passivate the dangling bonds of the silicon atoms [21]. Although the device is not restricted to any propagation modes, transverse electric (TE) mode polarization at a wavelength of 1550 nm is used for our device characterization as it is commonly used for silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platforms in silicon photonic integrated circuits (Si-PICs) due to its use as a standard telecom wavelength [12].

2. Interlayer slope waveguide

2.1. Device structure and design

The schematic structure of the interlayer slope waveguide is shown in Fig. 1. The device comprises of a lower level waveguide as the input and an upper level waveguide as the output connected by a waveguide on the slope. In our design, the core thickness \( (h) \) is 400 nm with the width \( (w) \) of the waveguide varied from 400 nm to 600 nm, with both ends tapered out to grating couplers. A large slope height of 1.5 \( \mu \)m is designed with a corresponding calculated slope length. This height is adjustable depending on the required etching parameters.
The slope structure was designed so that the device was well adapted for practical use and integration into the multilayer SiP platform. Two important criteria were considered:

1) The functionality of the waveguide to guide light from one layer to another with the highest transmission possible.

2) The compactness of the device to increase circuit density in terms of footprint.

2.2. Mask design

The interlayer slope waveguide is characterized in terms of loss in dB per slope. Thus, in characterizing the interlayer slope waveguide, many slopes are required to be fabricated as a platform for the interlayer waveguide. Two masks were mainly used: optical mask and electron-beam (e-beam) mask. The optical mask is designed with multiple bars that are used to define the slopes structure, as shown in Fig. 2. This designed structure was the first layer to be fabricated.

Positive photoresist, S1813, was used to transfer the pattern from the optical mask. In performing optical lithography, the exposed part of S1813 photoresist that is exposed to UV light becomes weakened on radiation and is dissolved during development. This produces structures as shown in Fig. 3, after the process of wet etching. Figure 3 illustrates the etched slope profiles for (a) a 1 slope platform, (b) 2 slopes platform, and (c) 3 slopes platform.
Having used the optical mask to produce the slope platform, the e-beam mask was then used to generate the waveguide structures. Figure 4 illustrates the schematic drawing of the waveguide containing tapers and gratings attached at both ends of the waveguide. This structure was the second layer to be fabricated. Here, the total length of the waveguide including the tapers and the gratings was 1550 \( \mu \text{m} \).

2.3. Modelling of the interlayer slope waveguide

In the design of the interlayer slope waveguide, the slope angle plays a major role in obtaining high transmission. Based on the waveguide bend theory, the angle must be sufficiently small to avoid large changes in the effective propagation constant (\( \beta \)) of the mode propagating across the waveguide.

Lumerical FDTD software was used to simulate the transmission characteristics of the interlayer slope waveguide with a varying slope angle from 5° to 85°. Here, the slope height was kept constant at 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) to allow sufficient isolation between the input and output waveguides and other crossing waveguides, with the slope length varying according to the slope angle. The slope length was calculated based on Pythagoras’ theorem, using a known slope height and angle. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.
The pink circles are for 400 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide dimensions, and the blue circles are for 600 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide dimensions. An optimized slope angle between 5° and 20° has shown to have the lowest transmission loss below 0.1 dB. The losses increased gradually with an increase in slope angle, and increased rapidly when the slope angle was made higher. Additionally, Fig. 5 shows that the loss in the wider waveguide (600 nm (w) by 400 nm (h)) increased more slowly than in the narrower waveguide (400 nm (w) by 400 nm (h)). This suggests that the mode in the wider waveguide was largely confined within the waveguide core and was more susceptible to bend losses.

The higher loss present for the larger slope angle of 55°, as shown in Fig. 5, is caused by mode-mismatch through the bend at the slope interface. At higher slope angles, the launched single mode experiences a significant phase shift as it interacts with the slope interface, where some of the mode field penetrates into the substrate and is lost through radiation [22].

Figure 6 illustrates a 2D simulation of the interlayer slope waveguide at 10° slope angle, with waveguide dimensions of 400 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) at a wavelength of 1550 nm with TE mode polarization. It can be observed that the optical mode is coupled to the upper level via the 10° slope waveguide with 0.04 dB transmission loss. Compared to a straight waveguide, the loss contributed from the 10° slope waveguide is small with only 1% of the optical mode radiated into the substrate. The simulation profile shows that mode propagating the slope waveguide (after being perturbed at the first slope interface) appear to show mode beating. The introduction of transition offset to the second slope interface suppresses the higher-order mode, reconstructing it back to fundamental mode [23,24].
2.4. Fabrication

Device fabrication started with PECVD deposition of 4.5 µm thick SiO₂ at 350°C on a silicon wafer. Four samples were prepared, Sample A, Sample B, Sample C and Sample D.

2.4.1. Formation of slope platform

The next step was to pattern the four samples by optical lithography using S1813 as the photoresist to define the slope platform. In this work, the formation of the slope profile with controllable slope angle is the core step in fabricating the interlayer slope waveguide. By varying the properties of the photoresist through the addition of primer and subjecting the sample to thermal treatment, allow the adhesion strength between the photoresist and the etching material (PECVD SiO₂) to be increased. This is caused by the physical linkages of bonding network between the atoms of the photoresist and SiO₂, which increases the intermolecular forces between the two interfaces. Increasing the adhesion strength would mean that the photoresist sticks very well to the surface of the etching material [25]. The stickiness allows the etching profile to be controlled. The isotropic profile is the most commonly encountered etch profile for both wet and dry etching. This includes SiO₂ etched in aqueous hydrofluoric (HF) acid solutions where a curved sidewall is formed, as shown in Fig. 7. This isotropic etching profile is created when the adhesion between the resist and the SiO₂ surface is high [25,26].

In the case when the adhesion is poor, delamination of the resist occurs. The aqueous HF solutions easily attack the etching material underneath the resist due to the weak bonding network between the two interfaces. This results in the SiO₂ at the surface having higher etch rate and causing the top film to get etched faster. The film continued to be etched both in the horizontal and vertical directions forming the tapered-like wall structure with sharp bends. The profile evolution and the resulting etch profile is shown in Fig. 8 [26,27].
Fig. 8. Profile evolution of the fast etching of the top surface of the silicon dioxide (SiO₂) in hydrofluoric (HF) acid solution, due to weak adhesion of resist onto silicon dioxide (SiO₂) surface [26,27].

All four samples were patterned using photolithography with S1813 as the photoresist to define the slope platform. In this work, two types of S1813 were used in the optical lithography, S1813 without adhesion primer and S1813 with adhesion primer. The addition of adhesion primer and further baking of the S1813 increases the adhesion strength between the photoresist and the SiO₂ film and allows the slope etching profile to be controlled [26]. Sample A and Sample B were spun with S1813 without adhesion primer. Sample C and Sample D were spun with S1813 with adhesion primer. Then the four samples were exposed to UV light using an EVG620TB mask aligner system. After the photoresist was developed, Samples B and D were post-baked at 130°C for 60 seconds to increase the adhesion between the photoresist and the SiO₂ interface. Figure 9 illustrates the photolithography steps for the four samples. Then, all the four samples were wet-etched in buffered hydrofluoric acid, NH₄F:HF (7:1), at room temperature to define the slope profile [28, 29]. With a five minute wet-etch, Sample A, Sample B, Sample C and Sample D produces slope angle equal to 11.8°, 16.7°, 20.8° and 25.3°. Table. 1 shows the slope profiles for all four samples with the five minute wet-etch.

Table 1. Slope profile with a five minute wet-etching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope parameters</th>
<th>Photoresist S1813</th>
<th>Photoresist S1813 + Adhesion primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample A (No post-bake)</td>
<td>Sample B (Post-baked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle (°)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (μm)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (μm)</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, the process was followed by the deposition of a 400 nm thick a-Si:H film by HWCVD system. A silane (SiH₄) gas flow of 40 sccm and a hydrogen (H₂) gas flow of 30 sccm were used for the deposition process. The substrate temperature was regulated at 230°C
at a pressure of 7.5 mTorr. Submicron sized waveguides with widths ($w$) of 400 nm and 600 nm and grating couplers with varied periods from 0.5 μm to 1.0 μm were patterned using e-beam lithography and dry etched in an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) tool with fluorine-based gas to form a strip waveguide. The grating couplers were varied to take into account of fabrication errors.

Finally, the waveguides were covered with 1 μm thick PECVD SiO$_2$ layer as the top cladding. Figures 10(a)–10(d) show the SEM images of the cross-sectional view of the interlayer slope waveguide for the four samples. Figure 11 shows the SEM image of the fabricated and un-cladded interlayer slope waveguide with 400 nm width and 400 nm core thickness, with inset picture of fully-etched grating couplers used for measurement.

The above fabrication method can be used to build a new photonic integrated circuit layer by deposition of new SiO$_2$ after the slope waveguides and planarization with chemical mechanical polishing (CMP). The planarized SiO$_2$ surface will provide the new photonic device platform.

![Fig. 10. SEM images of cross-sectional view of the interlayer slope waveguide for, (a) Sample A, (b) Sample B, (c) Sample C, and (d) Sample D.](image)

![Fig. 11. SEM image of: Top-view of the interlayer slope waveguide for 400 nm core thickness and 400 nm width, inset: Fully-etched grating couplers connected at both ends of the interlayer slope waveguide.](image)
2.5. Measurement results and discussion

The transmission properties of the interlayer slope waveguides were measured in dB per slope (dB/slope) through averaging of up to five slopes. A tunable Agilent 81940A laser source and Agilent 81634B power sensor were used for the measurements at the wavelength of 1550 nm in transverse electric (TE) mode polarization. Single mode SMF-28-J9 fiber was used to couple light at the input and output of the slope waveguides via fully etched grating couplers. The size of the grating couplers is 13 μm by 13 μm, sufficient to collect light from the single mode core fibre with mode field diameter of 10.4 μm. The design of the grating couplers allowed coupling of TE mode polarization only. Our measured propagation loss for a straight a-Si:H waveguide for 650 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide dimensions is 0.8 dB/cm [20].

The fabricated interlayer slope waveguides have a varied width (w) of 400 nm and 600 nm, and fixed height (h) of 400 nm. Figures 12 and 13 shows the slope loss characteristics of Samples A, B, C and D. The transmission measurements at each number of slopes (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 slopes) for all the devices were repeated 3 times and has an average tolerance of 0.1 dB. In scanning the transmission across a range of wavelengths, it was observed that the output power fluctuated. Thus, each data point of the loss measurements was the results of averaging the transmission (dB) to up to a 20 nm wavelength interval, centred at 1550 nm in TE mode polarization. The 3 repeated measurements were represented by 3 different point symbols with 3 different colours, which are blue triangle, red circle and black square. In measuring the transmission properties of the interlayer slope waveguides which are measured in dB per slope, regression line fitting was done across the 5 slopes of each graph. Because the data points are scattered with uncertainties due to fabrication and experimental errors, error bars were added to each data points to increase accuracy in the line fitting.

The measured slope loss in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) is 0.21 dB/slope and 0.24 dB/slope, which the small loss difference is expected for the angle 11.8° and 16.7°. Similar slope loss characteristics are obtained in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) of 0.17 dB/slope and 0.21/slope. However, the measured slope loss starts to deviate when the slope angle becomes greater than 20°, which was also shown in Fig. 5 simulation. Figures 12(c) and 12(d) demonstrate slope loss of 0.33 dB/slope and 0.47 dB/slope for angle of 20.8° and 25.3°. The slope loss for the 600 nm wide waveguide in Figs. 13(c) and 13(d) is 0.30 dB/slope and 0.41 dB/cm. The difference in the simulated slope loss of less than 0.1 dB for angle between 5° to 20° compared to the measured slope losses of greater than 0.2 dB/slope suggests contribution of the vertical bends and surface roughness due to fabrication. The losses from the four different slope angles of the measurements as shown in Figs. 12(a)–12(d) and 13(a)–13(d) are compared with simulations as presented in Fig. 14.

It was noted that the insertion loss is large because of the inputs and outputs of the grating couplers are at different levels, which pose a challenge for vertical alignment of the optical fibers.
Fig. 12. (a) – 12(d) Transmission characteristics of the interlayer slope waveguide for 400 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide, at 1550 nm in TE mode polarization.

- Sample A, Slope angle = 11.8°
  - w = 400 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.21 dB/slope

- Sample B, Slope angle = 16.7°
  - w = 400 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.24 dB/slope

- Sample C, Slope angle = 20.8°
  - w = 400 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.33 dB/slope

- Sample D, Slope angle = 25.3°
  - w = 400 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.47 dB/slope

Fig. 13. (a) – 13(d) Transmission characteristics of the interlayer slope waveguide for 600 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide, at 1550 nm in TE mode polarization.

- Sample A, Slope angle = 11.8°
  - w = 600 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.17 dB/slope

- Sample B, Slope angle = 16.7°
  - w = 600 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.21 dB/slope

- Sample C, Slope angle = 20.8°
  - w = 600 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.30 dB/slope

- Sample D, Slope angle = 25.3°
  - w = 600 nm, h = 400 nm
  - Loss = 0.41 dB/slope
2.5.1. Effect of bending structure

The losses of the four samples indicate that the majority of the losses in the interlayer slope waveguide were attributed to a higher slope angle. The interface between the input waveguide and the slope waveguide is analogous to a waveguide bend, for which the loss mechanics are well described [22]. Fundamentally, when the optical mode travels from a straight waveguide into the slope interface, which it encounters as surface perturbation, it changes the direction of propagation with respect to the interface curvature. The change in direction of propagation changes the effective index ($n_{\text{eff}}$) and thus the effective propagation constant ($\beta$) of the propagating mode. The slight variation of $n_{\text{eff}}$ values were noted as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the value of $n_{\text{eff}}$ on the straight section of the waveguide reduces from $n_{\text{eff}1} = 2.71$ to $n_{\text{eff}2} = 2.69$ at the slope interface. At the straight section of the waveguide, fundamental mode propagates with its respective propagation constant, $\beta_1$, regarded as the input field. The propagation changes of the fundamental mode from straight to the slope junction would excite bending mode travelling at a different propagation constant, $\beta_2$, regarded as the coupled field. The input field and the coupled field are dissimilar, resulting in modal overlap mismatch which can be evaluated through calculation of the overlap integral between the two individual mode solutions (the input field and the coupled field). With an overlap integral fraction of less than 1, induces interface loss at the transition region occurring between the straight and the bent section of the waveguide [22,23]. The losses of the slope junction would become more obvious if there was a sharp interface between the two waveguides.

The measurement results conform to the simulation shown in Fig. 5, where it shows high loss at higher slope angle. In the measurement, the $25.3^\circ$ slope angle exhibits loss of 0.47 dB/slope, and the $11.8^\circ$ slope angle has a loss equal to 0.21 dB/slope. This implies that mode propagating in the $25.3^\circ$ slope angle, experiences significant modal overlap mismatch and thus, increases the loss. In contrast, mode propagating in the $11.8^\circ$ slope angle, underwent smoother transition during the mode conversion.

2.5.2. Effect of surface roughness of the film

Another loss contribution can be attributed to scattering loss due to roughness between the waveguide surface and cladding layers. The surface roughness of the HWCVD a-Si:H film and the underlying PECVD SiO$_2$ were evaluated using Bruker Nanoscope Veeco tapping mode of an atomic force microscope (AFM).

The structure of the interlayer slope waveguide comprises of two-level platforms with two bottom cladding SiO$_2$ thicknesses. As described in the fabrication process in section 2.2, the fabrication of the device involves wet etching the PECVD SiO$_2$ to produce the slope platform,
resulting in two distinct surface profiles. Thus, it is necessary to characterize the surface roughness of both the upper and lower layer SiO\textsubscript{2}, and the corresponding surface roughness of the upper and lower layer HWCVD a-Si:H film. The AFM results of both the upper and lower layer SiO\textsubscript{2}, and the corresponding surface roughness of the upper and lower layer HWCVD a-Si:H films are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. RMS surface roughness of upper and lower level PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2} and HWCVD a-Si:H waveguide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>RMS surface roughness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper layer PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower layer PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper layer HWCVD a-Si:H</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower layer HWCVD a-Si:H</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface topography of the upper and lower layer PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2} and HWCVD a-Si:H films extracted from the AFM measurement are shown in Figs. 15(a)–15(d).

Fig. 15. Topographical AFM image of: (a) Upper layer PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2}, (b) Lower layer PECVD SiO\textsubscript{2}, (c) Upper layer HWCVD a-Si:H and (d) Lower layer HWCVD a-Si:H.

As part of the analysis, Lumerical FDTD was used to simulate the effect of having surface roughness to the loss of the interlayer slope waveguide. The material-induced absorption loss was excluded from the model. The loss was estimated by introducing surface roughness to the top and bottom interfaces and the waveguide sidewalls. As an approximation, the roughness for the top interface was set to 3.99 nm, and the underlying bottom roughness was equal to 4.2 nm. The exact roughness of the waveguide sidewalls could not be evaluated due to the limitations of the AFM tool. However, for analysis purposes it is assumed that the sidewall roughness of the interlayer slope waveguide was the same as the roughness set to the top interface, which is 3.99 nm. In the simulation, the resolution of the mesh was set to 2 nm with an autocorrelation length of 120 nm. The value of the autocorrelation length was extracted from the AFM measurement. The simulation was run at a wavelength of 1550 nm with TE mode polarization. Simulation results show the increase in the loss for the four different slope angles with the added roughness. The results are shown in Table 3, with the simulation loss results tabulated with the measured loss results for comparison.
Table 3. Simulated and measured loss for different slope angles (°) for 400 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope angle (°)</th>
<th>Simulated loss</th>
<th>Measured loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss (dB/Slope) without surface roughness</td>
<td>Loss (dB/Slope) with surface roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation was designed for the interlayer waveguide coupler to have top, bottom and sidewall interfaces to have surface roughness equal to 3.99 nm. The addition of surface roughness in the simulation increases the loss of the slope. However, it is observed that the contribution to the loss with a 3.99 nm RMS surface roughness is very minimal, as shown in Table 3. This is because the overlap of the evanescent field with the surface roughness is small, and therefore, loss is minimal at the interlayer coupler.

In addition, because the interlayer slope waveguide was cascaded and fabricated on two different SiO₂ levels, it was expected that the varying RMS surface roughness would affect the transmission characteristics. This would be due to the films on the upper and lower layers having different surface roughness. The measurements of the interlayer slope waveguide are shown in Figs. 12(a)–12(d) and 13(a)–13(d). The transmission for each number of slopes decreased at every odd slope numbers. For example, the transmission for the 1 slope structure is slightly lower compare to the 2 slope structure. This was the result of varied surface roughness of the two-level SiO₂ films. Optical mode propagating at the output taper of the 1 slope, 3 slopes and 5 slopes devices interacted mainly with the upper level SiO₂ film with RMS surface roughness of 4.2 nm. Optical mode propagating at the input and output tapers of the 2 slopes and 4 slopes devices interacted more with the lower level SiO₂ film with RMS surface roughness equal to 2.1 nm. However, the varied surface roughness had minimal effect of the loss of the slope, since the mode interacting at the slope interfaces with respect to varied roughness was minimal.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we demonstrated a-Si:H interlayer slope waveguide loss of 0.17 dB/slope for a 600 nm (w) by 400 nm (h) waveguide dimensions, with 1550 nm wavelength TE polarized light. HWCVD deposition at 230°C was used during fabrication. All fabrication processes were regulated below 400°C for BEOL compatibility. The design of the interlayer slope waveguide coupler is compact due to a high index contrast, low slope angle of 11.8°, short slope length of ~8.24 µm, and a cladding height of 1.44 µm.

The RMS surface roughness of the upper and lower layer HWCVD a-Si:H closely follow the RMS surface roughness of the corresponding PECVD SiO₂. This is due to the surface roughness of the underlying PECVD SiO₂ film being transferred to the upper film layer. In the future, the work will focus on the fabrication at lower deposition temperatures and improving the surface roughness of the deposited PECVD SiO₂ film either by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) or immersing the sample in NH₄HF (7:1) before pattern generation and slope etching processes. In addition, the design of the interlayer slope waveguide will be further optimized by having tapered structure at the slope interfaces. Effectively, this would allow gradual transition of the optical mode, which consequently would reduce the insertion loss value of the interlayer slope waveguide.
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